A Novel Filtration-Based Processing Method of Liquid Cytology Specimens for Human Papillomavirus DNA Testing by Hybrid Capture II
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Abstract

We evaluated a more efficient method of processing liquid-based cervical cytology specimens for human papillomavirus (HPV) DNA testing by Hybrid Capture II (HCII). Aliquots were made from 701 specimens in the following sequence: 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, and 1.5 mL. The 4.0-mL aliquot was processed by the standard method (STP), and half of the processed material was tested by HCII. Other aliquots were processed with a new, filtration-based processing method (NPM). The 2.0-mL NPM aliquot had HCII test performance most similar to the STP, ie, similar HCII positivity (P = 0.4) and good test agreement (κ = 0.85, 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.80-0.89). The 194 cytologic negatives had greater positivity by STP (P = 0.04) compared with the 2.0-mL aliquot processed by NPM; between-method agreement was modest (κ = 0.54, 95% CI, 0.36-0.72). A lower positive cut point for the 2.0-mL NPM aliquot partially abrogated this minor difference. In 241 specimens diagnosed as low-grade and 31 as high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions, there were no significant differences in HPV positivity (>85% and 90%, respectively) between STP and NPM. NPM reduces specimen handling and decreases total testing time by approximately 33% without significant losses in HCII test performance.

Cervical infections by approximately 15 cancer-associated (oncogenic) human papillomavirus (HPV) types cause virtually all cervical cancer worldwide.1-3 Most oncogenic HPV infections are transient, but occasionally these infections persist. It now is recognized that persistent oncogenic HPV infection precedes and is a critical step in the development of cervical cancer or its immediate precursor (cervical intraepithelial neoplasia [CIN] grade 3).4

HPV DNA testing is a more sensitive but less specific alternative to cytologic screening.5,6 Moreover, there are ample prospective data to suggest that a single baseline HPV DNA test is more sensitive than the single conventional Papanicolaou smear for the detection of CIN3 or cancer (>= CIN3) during a 5- to 10-year period.7,8 Consequently, HPV DNA negativity suggests a very low risk of prevalent or incipient cancer or CIN3.8 One randomized trial demonstrated that HPV DNA testing is a useful triage of equivocal, borderline, or atypical squamous cells (ASC) of unknown cytologic significance.9 Accordingly, HPV testing has been approved in the United States as a reflex or follow-up test to cytology for triage of ASC and for adjunctive screening with cytology in women 30 years old or older.10-12

Hybrid Capture II (HCII; Digene, Gaithersburg, MD) using probe set B is a pooled probe test for detection of 13 oncogenic HPV DNA types. HCII relies on the formation of target HPV DNA-RNA probe heteroduplexes during the hybridization step in specimens positive for one or more oncogenic HPV types (16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 68) and the detection of these hybrids by using an alkaline phosphatase-conjugated monoclonal antibody specific to DNA-RNA complexes with dioxetane substrate in a 96-well chemiluminescent enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay format. Signal strengths in relative
Specimen Processing

Five aliquots were made from each PreservCyt specimen with vigorous mixing before and between making each aliquot in the following order: one 4.0-mL aliquot for the STP using the Digene PreservCyt Specimen sample conversion protocol and 4 subsequent aliquots of 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, and 1.5 mL for the NPM (Figure 1). One test group was made up of 18 PreservCyt specimens (90 aliquot tubes). Each patient sample aliquot (with various volumes for testing) received unique identifiers to ensure that all processing and testing was performed at Digene in a masked manner.

All aliquot samples were stored at 4°C or processed on the day of delivery. The order of processing per sample group for the first 701 PreservCyt specimens was as follows: box 1 (18 4.0-mL samples) was processed first using the Digene PreservCyt Specimen sample conversion protocol as described in subsequent text; box 2 (18 2.0-mL samples) and box 3 (18 each 0.5-mL and 1.5-mL samples) were processed together, starting with the 2.0-mL samples, the 0.5-mL samples next, and the 1.5-mL samples last, using the NPM. Four aliquot sample groups were processed (day 1) and assayed (day 2) together per week throughout the study.

The 4.0-mL aliquot of PreservCyt was processed as previously reported. Briefly, a proprietary sample conversion buffer (Digene) was added (400 µL) to each specimen and vigorously mixed. Aliquots then were centrifuged to pellet cellular content, and supernatant was decanted carefully to avoid disruption of the pellet. After HCII denaturing solution was added (150 µL) to each pellet of all 4.0-mL samples, the pellet was suspended by vigorous mixing and incubated for 15 minutes at 65°C, then by mixing again, and then placed back into a 65°C water bath for an additional 30 minutes.

For the NPM, each aliquot was mixed for 10 seconds, and the entire contents of each aliquot were transferred to the designated well on a deep-well filtration plate (Figure 1). Once all samples were transferred to the filtration plate, the plate was centrifuged to collect sample cellular content on the filter, and the PreservCyt filtrate was discarded. Next, 75 µL of Digene denaturing solution was added to each sample well on the filtration plate; the plate was mixed using the Digene plate shaker and then placed into a custom heat block set at 65°C for 45 minutes. After denaturation, the filter plate was allowed to cool and then centrifuged to collect denatured samples in a microtiter plate. (Note: All samples within a batch received the same denaturation time.) Once centrifugation transfer of denatured material to a microtiter plate was completed, 75 µL of denatured material from each of the 4.0-mL samples was transferred to its designated well on the microtiter plate harboring the filtered-denatured samples. The microtiter plate harboring all denatured material from an aliquot sample group was placed at −20°C overnight for assay the next day.

Materials and Methods

Specimens

A convenience sample of 701 PreservCyt specimens was acquired from the Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, after routine use for cytologic screening. Cytologic interpretations were classified as negative (n = 194), ASC (n = 234), low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL; n = 241), or high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion or cancer (HSIL; n = 31). One specimen, interpreted as atypical glandular cells, was classified as “other.” Specimens were stripped of identifiers to preserve anonymity. The study was approved by the local institutional review board (Medical University of South Carolina) and was deemed exempt from review by the National Institutes of Health (Bethesda, MD).

On their arrival at the National Cancer Institute–contracted biorepository (BBI Biotech Research Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD), PreservCyt specimens were stored at controlled ambient temperature until used.
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The Digene Rapid Capture System was used to assay all aliquot samples tested for the entire study following the standard HPV HCII probe B assay protocol.

Statistical Analysis

To compare the NPM for each aliquot volume with the STP, Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated for all measurements and for test positives (≥1.0 RLU/CO). κ values with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) were calculated as a measure of test agreement, and McNemar χ² values were calculated to test for statistical differences (P < .05) in test positives (sensitivity). Results also were stratified by cytologic interpretation.

Finally, we examined whether using lower positive cut points (0.90, 0.80, and 0.70 RLU/CO) for the 2.0-mL aliquot processed by the NPM might result in better agreement with the STP.

Results

A summary of the test results is shown in Table 1. Despite the lower test positivity, the median test value among paired test positives was significantly greater for the 2.0-mL aliquots processed by the NPM than the STP (P = .03; Kruskal-Wallis). The correlations between the STP and the NPM for all aliquots were 0.90 or more for all tests and 0.96 or 0.97 among the paired test positives.

Overall, there was very good agreement in test positivity between the STP and all aliquots with the NPM, with κ values all above 0.80 (Table 2). The STP was more likely to be test positive than all NPM aliquots (P < .05). Among the cytologically negative samples, the agreement between NPM and STP was the worst, with κ values ranging from 0.41 (1.0-mL aliquot) to 0.63 (1.5-mL aliquot). Among the ASC, LSIL, and HSIL samples, there was good or better agreement (κ ≥ 0.73) and no significant differences in test positivity between the STP and the 2.0-, 1.0-, and 1.5-mL aliquots processed using the NPM. The 0.5-mL aliquot was less positive than the STP among ASC (P = .005), LSIL (P = .03), and HSIL (P = .3) samples.

Finally, we examined whether using lower positive cut points for 2.0-mL aliquots for the NPM could be used to better approximate STP test results. Lowering the positive cut point for the 2.0-mL NPM to 0.90, 0.80, and 0.70

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Hybrid Capture II Test Statistics and Spearman Correlations for the STP and NPM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Positive</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positivity (%)</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Positives (≥1 RLU/CO)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlations of RLU/CO NPM vs STP</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positives*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CO, cutoff; NPM, new filtration-based processing method; RLU, relative light units; STP, standard US Food and Drug Administration–approved method.

* Both tests were above the positive cut point, ie, ≥1.0 RLU/CO.
† Of PreservCyt. For proprietary information, see the text.
RLU/PC increased the overall positivity to 56.5% (P = 1.0 vs STP), 58.1% (P = .1 vs STP), and 59.8% (P = .003 vs STP), respectively, compared with 56.5% positivity for the STP and 55.2% positivity for the 2.0-mL NPM at a 1.0 RLU/PC positive cut point. The κ values for the different cut points were between 0.82 and 0.85 and were not statistically distinguishable. Lowering the positive cut point for the 2.0-mL NPM did not affect the positivity for HSIL or more. Using a 0.90 RLU/PC cut point resulted in lower test positivity among cytologically negative samples (10.8% vs 14.4%; P = .1) and elevated positivity in ASC (56.3% vs 59.7%; P = .003) and LSIL (86.7% vs 90.0%; P = .03) compared with the STP.

Discussion

We compared HCII test results using 2 PreservCyt specimen processing techniques, the FDA-approved method (STP) and the prototype novel, filtration-based processing method.
(NPM) designed to automate and reduce specimen-processing time. Overall, we found very similar HCII test performance and very good concordance between the STP, which uses a 2.0-mL aliquot equivalent, and a 2.0-mL aliquot processed by the NPM. However, the HCII test performance using smaller volumes gave a lower percentage of HPV positive tests and did not seem equivalent to the STP.

We observed reduced HCII positivity for 2.0-mL NPM compared with the STP, primarily among women with negative cytologic results. We suggest that there is a systematic loss of positive test results using the NPM, which would be expected to preferentially affect HCII test results among cytologically normal women who will have the lowest signals (ie, viral loads). Conversely, equivocal and mild cytologic changes are synonymous with productive viral infections, higher viral loads, and, therefore, HCII testing of these specimens has a greater signal strength that will be less negatively affected by small losses in total viral genomes. We noted that the signals of more than 1.0 RLU/PC for paired positive tests were greater for the 2.0-mL NPM than for the STP, suggesting that there might be some compensatory increased efficiency in viral genome recovery and that there is a different dynamic curve for HCII testing for the NPM than for the STP.

We emphasize that reduced HCII test positivity was among cytologically negative women who are very unlikely (<1%) to have cervical cancer or precancer. Using a slightly lower threshold for positivity partially offset this loss in test positivity. However, it is possible that using the 2.0-mL NPM at the 1.0 RLU/PC cut point resulted in a more clinically specific assay without lowering the sensitivity. One important limitation in our study is that we did not have data for comparing HCII test results with histologic diagnoses of CIN3 and cancer. Nor did we have follow-up data to overcome insensitivity of colposcopic evaluations and directed biopsies for complete disease ascertainment. Future evaluations will need to incorporate complete disease ascertainment to determine the true performance using NPM.

A second limitation is that the PreservCyt specimens were older than the 30 days recommended for clinical HCII testing. Thus, it is conceivable that signal degradation occurred because of specimen aging. However, we used paired aliquots in masked testing, thus internally controlling for aging of specimens. There is no a priori reason to suspect that specimen aging might preferentially affect one processing method compared with the other method, although we cannot completely discount this possibility. We also noted that the HCII positivity rate for each cytologic interpretation was consistent with other reports, eg, ASC and LSIL were approximately 50% and 80% HCII-positive, respectively, as previously reported.

It is noteworthy that the HCII positivity for the 1.5-mL NPM was similar to the 1.0-mL NPM, 52.6% vs 52.9%, rather than having HCII positivity that was intermediate between 1.0-mL and 2.0-mL (54.6%) aliquots. For negative and ASC cytologic results, test positivity was lower for the 1.5-mL than for the 1.0-mL aliquots. These data suggest that there might be order effect for testing performance and might partially explain the aforementioned systematic error.

HCII testing using NPM processing of a 2.0-mL aliquot of residual PreservCyt specimens had similar test performance to HCII testing using the STP method. There was a loss in HCII positivity among cytologically negative samples for the 2.0-mL NPM that can be partially compensated for by using a slightly lower positive cut point. It is unclear whether this lower positivity in cytologically negative samples has clinical consequences for detection of CIN3 or cancer, ie, decreased sensitivity or increased specificity, in a group of women who rarely will have those histologic diagnoses. Future evaluations are needed incorporating full disease assessment to address this issue. It is important to note that this processing method increases the testing efficiency of PreservCyt aliquots, which will become an important consideration as adjunct HPV testing becomes routine in cervical cancer screening.
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